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Cataloguing endangered sign languages at iSLanDS
by Josefina Safar and Jenny Webster, project committee members
This

report

covers

groundbreaking

work

that

is

systematically

assessing

the

endangerment/vitality levels of sign languages for the first time through collaboration between
UNESCO, the Foundation for Endangered Languages (FEL), and the International Institute for
Sign Languages and Deaf Studies (iSLanDS) at the University of Central Lancashire in
Preston, UK.

1. Introduction and background
To understand human language, we must study the diversity of its forms and manifestations.
But this diversity is drastically diminishing, and many of the world’s languages are currently
endangered. This threat does not only concern spoken minority languages; signed languages
are in similar, possibly even more precarious situations.

For a long time, sign languages in general have been considered as inferior to spoken ones and
sign linguists have worked against great odds to establish the discipline and to prove the
equality of sign languages as natural and complex human languages. In its beginnings, sign
language research focussed on western sign languages of larger urban Deaf communities, in
particular American Sign Language (ASL).

More recently, small-scale signing communities in rural settings with a high incidence of
deafness have been discovered, e.g. in Ghana (Nyst 2007), Thailand (Nonaka 2007) or Bali
(Marsaja 2008). Their sign languages, often called village or rural sign languages, appear to
be linguistic isolates, unrelated to the official sign languages of their countries (Zeshan & de
Vos 2012). Their emergence, courses of development and sociolinguistic settings differ
considerably from those of urban sign languages. Many village sign languages exhibit unusual
structural features, challenging assumptions about language universals, and a number of them
were investigated in the Eurobabel Village Sign consortium project (2009-2012) led by
iSLanDS. Today, rapid social, demographic and economic transformations and especially
contact with larger urban sign languages are seriously threatening the survival of village sign
languages, and some have died out already.
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Endangerment concerns not only rural sign languages but also larger national sign languages.
The closure of deaf schools and deaf clubs in developed countries has had the effect of
dispersing and isolating signers, reducing opportunities to acquire and improve signing skills.
The proliferation of texting and emailing has increased reliance on written languages, though
webcam technology now enables people to communicate in sign language across long
distances. This technology and the modern upsurge in international air travel has been
harnessed by some deaf community members as a way to engage in cross-cultural signed
communication, and the multilingual skills they exploit in doing so constitute a key strand of
the Multisign project at iSLanDS.

Some of the factors contributing to sign language endangerment are similar to the factors
affecting minority spoken languages. Others are specific to the situation of sign languages.
Socio-political oppression, obstructive language attitudes and insufficient awareness affect all
sign languages to some extent. A lack of scientific research and legal recognition is also a
prevalent threat, albeit perhaps more notably for rural sign languages, some of which are still
undocumented. In contrast, factors disproportionally affecting urban sign languages tend to be
the disappearance of sign languages from schools, the increasing use of cochlear implants, and
rapid medical and technical advancements, especially in Western countries (e.g. Anglin-Jaffe
2013). Cochlear implantation, now all but ubiquitous in some countries, is seen to pose a
particularly substantial threat to the vitality of urban and national sign languages alongside the
dearth of support and infrastructure for deaf children and families who want to sign (e.g.
Okalidou 2010).

Despite this alarming situation, sign languages have for a long time been omitted from
documentation efforts on the one hand and from policies and campaigns for language
protection on the other. As they form an integral part of the world’s linguistic diversity and its
multicultural landscape, their inclusion in surveys on language endangerment can no longer be
neglected.

This project is a first step towards putting endangered sign languages “on the map”,
determining the vitality level of individual sign languages for the first time using a rigorous
method developed according to the framework employed by UNESCO for spoken languages,
as well as the peer review of a number of sign language experts. Mapping and monitoring the
status of endangered sign languages will form an important base for developing campaigns to
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promote the rights of sign language users and to lobby sign language recognition and
communication access for deaf people.

2. UNESCO-Classification of Endangered Languages, Atlas of World's
Languages in Danger
For over a decade, one of the main ways in which endangered languages have been
catalogued and tracked is through the work of UNESCO, the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization. UNESCO’s Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger
is a key reference book on endangered languages, with an interactive online version. These
contain information on approximately 2,500 endangered languages, including hundreds of
extinct languages, and display the geographic location and an endangerment ranking for each
language. The aim of mapping the world’s minority languages and highlighting how many of
them are in danger of disappearing very soon is to increase awareness among policy-makers,
communities and the general public about protecting linguistic diversity.

Figure 1: Cover from the book version of UNESCO’s Atlas of the World’s Languages in
Danger
The objective of the UNESCO endangered languages survey is to develop a methodology for
data collection and map endangered languages, identifying their vitality level and placing them
in a dedicated Atlas to indicate trends of linguistic diversity. The survey relies on a
questionnaire with which trends in numbers of language users, language endangerment and
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linguistic diversity can be verified. The FEL orchestrates the collection and collation of the
data, and then passes it on to UNESCO for mapping.

Figure 2: A search using UNESCO’s Interactive Atlas, showing that India has 42 critically
endangered spoken languages.
UNESCO’s endangered languages questionnaire has two main sections: “Language Vitality
and Endangerment” (which was developed by an international group of linguists between 2002
and 2003) and “Linguistic Diversity Indicators”. While this was a helpful starting point, the
questionnaire needed to be adapted in order to collect information about signed languages. The
process of this adaptation is described below. As per the remit of the original UNESCO survey,
our aim has been to gather as many independent reports covering as many signed languages as
possible, to enhance the reliability of the data, allow us to validate the pertinence of the
questions we are asking, and ensure our generalisations are useful in the future for
communities, researchers and policy-makers.
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3. Adaptation of the questionnaire
Between 2002 and 2010, the survey was used to gather information on spoken languages only,
as the initial group of experts who created the questionnaire did not include any sign language
linguists. Scholars at iSLanDS, along with other sign language linguists, NGOs and Deaf
people, believed that the inclusion of data on signed languages would be beneficial, in order to
find out where sign languages fit into the endangerment scale and protect them more
effectively. This prompted the update of the questionnaire (see Appendix) in order to allow the
questions and answer options to be made more specific to signed languages and enable the
comparability of sign language data with the existing spoken language data.

In June 2010, academics including Professor Ulrike Zeshan, the director of iSLanDS, met in
Paris to discuss the endangered languages survey. In November 2010, a conference on
endangered sign languages, organised by the World Federation of the Deaf (WFD) and the
European Union of the Deaf (EUD), was held in Norway. The iSLanDS Institute then worked
with the WFD Expert Committee on Sign Languages and the aforementioned Eurobabel
consortium project on village sign languages to adapt UNESCO’s questionnaire. Professor
Zeshan took the lead in developing a new version of the survey in 2011, aiming to make the
instrument appropriate for the sociolinguistic particularities of sign languages and Deaf
communities while maintaining highest possible analogy to the original questionnaire.

Feedback and comments from numerous peer reviewers across the globe were sought and
implemented in this adaptation process, which was challenging due to the relative dearth of
research on signed languages and the lack of reliable demographic statistics. For example, not
all deaf people are sign language users, and definitions of ‘sign language user’ are often
unclear, especially with the ever-increasing number of people with cochlear implants.
Furthermore, sign languages are minority languages compared to dominant spoken languages,
but in some countries there are also minority sign languages compared to dominant national
sign languages. So while endangered spoken languages are usually under threat from more
dominant spoken languages, endangered sign languages might be threatened by both spoken
languages and more dominant sign languages. Also, changes in technology, especially cochlear
implants, affect sign languages much more directly than spoken languages. Finally, the rhetoric
of policies is often less indicative of reality in the case of sign languages; in many cases there
is a large gap between the official/legal situation of sign languages and the real situation that
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sign language users actually face, such that items on official status and use of a language in
deaf education might tell us little about the actual situation. Most questions were changed by
necessity in order to account for these and other different factors affecting sign languages, and
additional comments were also provided where necessary.
After the adaptation of the questionnaire was complete, we released the updated version and
sent it to linguists and deaf community leaders throughout 2012, 2013 and 2014. Their
responses are the data we used to begin scoring and assessing endangered sign languages,
which is described in the next section.

4. Data collection and evaluation
Several completed questionnaires were received and analyses were carried out by an
international project committee, including linguists and Deaf community leaders from
Germany, Korea, Mexico and the USA as well as the UK. The committee identified nine key
factors to be used in calculating the score for each language: the proportion of signers in the
reference community; generational or age group language use; domains of language use; new
domains; materials for language spread and education; governmental and institutional language
attitudes and policies; use of the target sign language in deaf education; reference community
members’ attitudes towards their own sign language; the type and quality of documentation;
and the status of language programmes. For each of these items, a score between 0 and 5 was
identified from the questionnaire, and then the ten factors were averaged. (To account for the
fact that formal education does not exist at all for deaf people in some locations, if the score
for ‘use of the target SL in deaf education’ was 0, this was excluded from the average.)

In some cases the average was a number in between two different vitality levels (e.g. 2.5), and
the committee had to decide which level was appropriate for that language, using guidance
from the contributor(s), other answers and comments from the questionnaire(s), any extant
research and comparison with languages that had already been scored. A rationale was
produced to explain how the decision was reached. For example, a score between 1 and 2 was
found for Algerian-Jewish Sign Language (AJSL). The committee considered the contributor’s
own views as well as a recent study by Lanesman (2012) which argued that this language’s
sociolinguistic setting has disappeared and it faces possible extinction in the next 15-20 years
if no protective measures are taken. The decision was that a vitality level of 1 (critically
endangered) is appropriate for AJSL.
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Committee members produced each score and rationale by working in pairs, and these
findings were cross-checked with the rest of the committee as well as with the original
questionnaire contributor(s). Project committee meetings were held to discuss analyses and
findings, and results were submitted to the FEL in several distinct batches for future inclusion
in the Atlas (see section 5 below). We corresponded with all contributors throughout the
process in order to establish the modalities of cooperation, including how they wished to be
recognised for their input. The data collection and evaluation is still on-going, and progress is
reported on the iSLanDS website and blog.

5. First results
The team has analysed the vitality level of 15 sign languages so far (see Table 2 below). We
are very grateful to the numerous individuals and institutions who made this project possible
by contributing their time and valuable expertise and providing detailed data on the situation
of sign languages all over the world.

The levels of endangerment we used are comparable to those for spoken languages appearing
in the UNESCO Atlas. These levels have been defined as follows: 1 = Critically endangered;
2 = Severely endangered; 3 = Definitely endangered; 4 = Unsafe/vulnerable. Data on safe (level
5) or extinct sign languages (level 0) have not been targeted yet. Table 1 shows examples for
each of the levels.
Table 1: Levels of endangerment with an example of a sign language at each level
Level of endangerment
Safe
Unsafe/vulnerable
Definitely endangered
Severely endangered
Critically endangered
Extinct

Score
5
4
3
2
1
0

Example
Austrian Sign Language
Kata Kolok, Bali, Indonesia
Finland-Swedish Sign Language
Mardin Sign Language, Turkey

The first results clearly indicate that the endangerment of sign languages is a highly relevant
issue that deserves our attention. Even national sign languages, which are recognised by the
law and used by larger communities, are to some degree threatened by extinction.
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Out of the 15 languages mentioned above, three have been scored as critically endangered,
four as severely endangered, four as definitely endangered and four as unsafe/vulnerable. The
languages that are most threatened by extinction are the ones with the smallest communities of
users (Algerian Jewish SL, Mardin SL, Inuit SL are used only by between 40 and 100 signers).
The map in Figure 3 below shows the geographic location of each of the sign languages
included so far:

Figure 3: Locations of the sign languages in our survey to date
Our data includes a number of village sign languages, which are particularly vulnerable as they
are usually not protected by language policies, rarely used in deaf education and in general
insufficiently documented. Other factors contributing to the endangerment of village sign
languages include dispersion of the language community (e.g. in Algerian Jewish Sign
Language or Yucatec Maya Sign Language, Nohkop variety), the decreasing birth of deaf
children (e.g. in Chican Sign Language) and changes in marital patterns (e.g. in Kata Kolok).
National sign languages such as Brazilian, Danish, New Zealand or Austrian Sign Language
are in general less endangered as they rely on larger communities and are used in a variety of
domains in everyday life. Nevertheless, recent developments such as the increasing demand
for cochlear implants in deaf children, other medical/technical innovations, and the
disappearance of sign languages from educational settings render these languages unsafe.
Urban sign languages are also more likely to be recognised by law and supported by institutions
and language policies; however, the example of Finland-Swedish Sign Language shows that
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within one country, several sign languages can coexist which do not always receive the same
amount of institutional support.
The table below shows the endangerment levels of all the sign languages included in the survey
so far, the approximate number of users as well as the names of the contributors who have been
so helpful and generous in providing data to our project.
Table 2: First results from the survey on endangered sign languages

Name of Sign
Language

Name of
Contributor

Country

Approximate
Number of Users

Level of
Endangerment

Algerian Jewish
Sign Language
(AJSL)

Sara Lanesman and
Irit Meir

50-100

Israel

1

Alipur Sign
Language (APSL)

Sibaji Panda

10,000

India

3

Al-Sayyid Bedouin
Sign Language
(ABSL)

Dr Shifra Kisch

1500

Israel

3

Austrian Sign
Language (ÖGS)

Austrian Deaf
Association
(ÖGLB)

20,000

Austria

4

Ban Khor Sign
Language (BKSL)

Dr Angela Nonaka

403

Thailand

2

Brazilian Sign
Language (Libras)

Ronice Müller de
Quadros

Unknown

Brazil

4

Chican Sign
Language
(ChicanSL)

Cesar Ernesto
Escobedo Delgado
and Olivier Le
Guen

349 (17 deaf, 332
hearing)

Mexico

2

Danish Sign
Language

Danish Deaf
Association

4.-5.000

Denmark

4

Ethiopian Sign
Language (EthSL)

Eyasu H. Tamene

70,000

Ethiopia

3
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Finland-Swedish
Sign Language
(FinSSL)

Karin Hoyer and
Janne Kankkonen

300

Finland

2

Inuit Sign
Language

Joke Schuit

40

Canada

1

Kata Kolok

Dr Connie de Vos

1250

Indonesia

3

Mardin Sign
Language (MarSL)

Hasan Dikyuva

40

Turkey

1

New Zealand Sign
Language (NZSL)

Rachel McKee

24,000

New Zealand

4

Yucatec Maya Sign
Language (YMSL)
– Nohkop variety

Olivier Le Guen

34

Mexico

2

In sum, we can say that even though the situations of the sign languages included in the survey
show some significant differences, we can already observe some general tendencies regarding
their endangerment. Village sign languages are mostly endangered due to radical changes in
the particular sociolinguistic settings that facilitated their emergence. A decrease in the number
of deaf people, changes in marital patterns and other demographic transformations cause small
communities of signers to dissolve or disappear. The influence of more dominant national sign
languages of higher status is an additional threat. National sign languages usually have a large
community of users, but the increasing pressure by medical institutions promoting cochlear
implants, paired with mainstreaming tendencies and the neglect of sign language in the
education sector, give many of them an endangered status. This study has revealed that more
empirically-driven and fine-grained distinctions are required between the notion of ‘urban sign
languages’ versus ‘national sign languages’. Further research is needed to clarify the
preliminary distinctions here and determine precisely what it is that different types of sign
languages need in order to thrive.
All of the analysed sign languages face a lack of supportive policies and often indifferent or
negative attitudes by governments and policy makers. We can conclude that the situation of
sign languages is comparable in some ways to that of spoken minority languages, but sign
languages also have peculiarities and unique endangerment factors, which emphasises the
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importance of a focussed study and the development of adequate instruments for assessment
and evaluation.

6. Future perspectives
The work completed so far is an important step, but can constitute only the beginning of further
in-depth research on sign language endangerment. Still, far too little is known on the true
diversity of sign languages, and yet, there are no reliable facts and figures on how many sign
languages exist worldwide, if and how they are related and how they are changing over the
years. Including sign languages in research and policies on endangered minority languages is
not just an additional feature, but rather an essential part of studying and protecting the world’s
multilingual heritage. We believe that making visible the endangerment status of sign
languages will help to promote the legal recognition and the creation of policies towards
improving communication access for deaf people and the protection of their linguistic and
cultural identity.

In order to establish frameworks for assessing and mapping the vitality level of sign languages,
our project shows that it is possible to adopt models that have been developed for spoken
languages but that we need to carefully consider some particular features of signed languages.
In the near future, we wish to include data on many more sign languages, to continuously make
our map more detailed, diverse and representative. Sign languages that have not been described
yet are particularly valuable to our project. On a long term basis, it would also be useful to
include diachronic data to be able to monitor changes in the endangerment status of individual
sign languages and to develop best practice models for promoting the vitality of endangered
sign languages.

We are still accepting data on sign languages. To contribute data, please fill in the questionnaire
(see Appendix) and send it to jmbwebster@uclan.ac.uk. Our questionnaire also includes a
‘comments’ section for each question, so participants are invited to contribute their suggestions
on how to further improve it.
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APPENDIX – Adapted Survey: Linguistic Vitality and Diversity of Sign Languages
Note: Sections 1. and 2. are identical to the previous UNESCO survey for spoken languages. The other sections have been adapted for sign
languages.
The second section of the questionnaire, titled “Linguistic Diversity
Indicators”, has been developed very recently and is still very much a
1. Objectives of the present survey
work-in-progress. We would highly appreciate it if you could spare a
few minutes and supply information under that section as well. Your
Our objective is to collect a large and representative sample of
comparable data on the world’s languages, particularly endangered
feedback on the survey design and questions will also be very
and indigenous languages, with two specific purposes in mind. Firstly,
welcome.
following the same method as UNESCO, we will map endangered
sign languages, determining their vitality level and placing them in a
Complete many questionnaires, share blank forms with
dedicated Atlas. Second, the data will serve to develop a methodology
colleagues
for an “Indicator on the Status and Trends of Linguistic Diversity and
We are interested in gathering as many independent reports covering
Numbers of Speakers of Indigenous Languages”, as requested by the
as many languages as possible, including multiple reports on the same
States Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (for
language, which would enhance the reliability of the data and also
information please see: http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?pg=00144).
We hope that this questionnaire, if used on an ongoing basis into the
would allow us to validate the pertinence of the questions we are
future, will offer a basis for verifiable claims about trends in numbers
asking. We are also interested to begin to create time-series data, so if
of language users, language endangerment and linguistic diversity.
you have had long-term involvement with a given language we
encourage you to complete one form reporting the current status of
The first section of the questionnaire, titled “Language Vitality and
the language and one form reporting its status when you first
Endangerment”, is based on a framework that was developed by an
encountered or began working with the language. The more good data
international group of linguists in 2002-2003 to assess the degree of
we have, the more reliable will be our generalizations and the more
endangerment
of
specific
languages
(see:
useful they will be for communities, researchers and policy-makers.
So, we also encourage you to provide us with information about other
http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?pg=00142). This framework has
people who can be invited to complete a questionnaire for a given
previously been applied by individual linguists, and – in a few cases
language, and we encourage you to pass the survey on to others. In
– on a larger scale by national authorities, but it has not yet been used
order to help us assess the validity of the survey instrument, it will be
for a global-scale data collection exercise, and this is what we are
more useful if two observers report independently on the same
currently attempting to do.
situation than if two observers collaborate on a single report

UNESCO Survey: Linguistic Vitality and Diversity

2. Units of analysis: language, dialect and reference community
The primary entity to be reported in this questionnaire is a language
as used in a given reference community, with particular attention in
the second half of the survey to the dialectal situation of that reference
community. Better linguists than we have tried and failed to define
the difference between “language” and “dialect”, and we do not
pretend to have a solution to that problem. We ask you to use
common-sense understandings of the two terms, to identify the
specific named language variety your report is specific to, and to
provide us with sufficient information. This would allow us to link
your report on a given language to other reports on the same or related
languages or dialects. Our hope is that with the accumulation of finegrained reports on specific communities, we will be able over time to
assemble reliable and generalizable data. Where a gravely endangered
language is used by only a handful of language users all living in the
same village, language and dialect and reference community are
coterminous. However, most reports will be only a snapshot of a
specific situation in a particular locality at a certain moment. Where
we have only a single report on one community for a language that is
known to be used over a vaster territory, that report will serve—until
others arrive—as representative. Where we accumulate multiple
reports on different reference communities using the same language
or dialect, we will be able to provide both fine-grained detail and more
general aggregated statements. Where we receive multiple reports on
the same reference community, we will be able to assess the validity

of the questionnaire and, if the reports cover different time periods, to
compile diachronic data.
For instance, if you are reporting on the Evenki language in China,
you need not worry about reflecting the situation of this language in
Russia or Mongolia (unless you fill out separate forms for those
communities!). Moreover, if you consider that a group of Evenkispeakers in China forms a distinct cultural-linguistic community due
to great differences in lifestyle and/or language vis-à-vis other Evenki
communities, please fill in a separate form for this group. Throughout,
the important thing will be that you indicate as clearly as possible what
the reference community is that serves as the basis for your report,
and provide sufficient identifying information about the language so
that we can later link reports on the same or related languages or
dialects.
Geographic coordinates
We would highly appreciate it if you could provide geographic
coordinates for the reference community. This will in particular
facilitate the task of mapping the languages in the new edition of the
Atlas, especially in its on-line version. We hope to have both finegrained detail and aggregated data that can allow users to zoom in
from larger to smaller units.
Online tools can help you define easily such coordinates placing dots
on maps or entering location names.

UNESCO Survey: Linguistic Vitality and Diversity

iSLanDS endangered sign languages questionnaire
Between 2002 and 2010, the UNESCO survey was used for to gather information on spoken languages only, as the initial group of experts who
created the questionnaire did not include any sign language linguists. From 2011 onwards, the present document has been used to collect
information about endangered sign languages by the iSLanDS institute, under the patronage of UNESCO. Following this, the questionnaire has
been adapted to reflect particularities of sign language using communities. We have aimed to keep questions as similar as possible to the spoken
language version of the questionnaire,. However, a significant number of changes to the questionnaire have been necessary, and additional
comments have been provided where necessary.
Work on the survey questionnaire for endangered sign languages has been coordinated at the International Institute for Sign Languages and Deaf
Studies (iSLanDS) at the University of Central Lancashire in Preston, UK, under the direction of Professor Ulrike Zeshan. This work is a result of
a follow-up meeting of linguists about the UNESCO Survey in June 2011 in Paris, and a conference on endangered sign languages organised by
the World Federation of the Deaf (WFD) and the European Union of the Deaf (EUD) in November 2011 in Norway. The questionnaire below is
the result of consultation between the iSLanDS Institute, the WFD group of experts on sign languages, and various academic colleagues.
Please send any completed questionnaires, responses, and comments to the following contact address:
Jenny Webster
International Institute for Sign Languages and Deaf Studies
Vernon Annexe Ve5
University of Central Lancashire
Preston PR1 2HE, UK
jmbwebster@uclan.ac.uk
Fax: +44-1772-894933
Analyses of survey responses are being coordinated through an international expert group of sign linguists, and we continue to liaise with
organisations such as the WFD and EUD. The results may then be added to an online database and included as data in a chapter on sign languages
to be contributed to the forthcoming edition of the Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger. The iSLanDS Institute corresponds with all
contributors before their questionnaire responses are included in order to establish the modalities of cooperation, and how respondents wish to be
recognised for their input.
Progress on this project is reported on the iSLanDS website (www.uclan.ac.uk/islands) and the iSLanDS blog (http://islandscentre.wordpress.com).

UNESCO Survey: Linguistic Vitality and Diversity

4. Guidelines for filling in the survey
Please provide a rating score for your language of expertise on each
of the factors listed below, where possible. Assign those scores that
come closest to describing the situation according to your expertise.
If you answer falls between two score options, please pick one and
then explain in the “Comments” section. Please note that not all
choices are mutually exclusive, and, in some cases, it is possible to
check more than one box.

UNESCO Survey: Linguistic Vitality and Diversity

For each assigned score, please also provide a ‘reliability’ score based on the scale below:
Reliability Index - the assigned score is based on:
3

Evidence from fieldwork and direct observation

2

Evidence from other reliable sources

1

Very little evidence; a 'best guess'

0

No data available [no score provided]

UNESCO Survey: Linguistic Vitality and Diversity

DEFINITIONS:
The definitions given here are intended to help you complete the questionnaire. These terms are used in several questions in the questionnaire, and their meaning needs to be
clear when you are answering the questions. Note that this questionnaire is intended to apply to a wide variety of socio-linguistic situations involving sign languages. Therefore,
the definitions are flexible and broad, and you are welcome to adapt them to the situation of the sign language you are describing. If you use a different definition of the terms
below, please include a note in the “comments” for the relevant question(s).
Reference community
For sign languages, it is not obvious what the definition of “reference community” should be because the concept of a “reference community” for spoken languages is not
easily applicable to many sign language situations. In principle, the “reference community” means all people who may be expected to be using a particular language variety
according to their ethnicity, heritage, culture, history and geography. If fewer and fewer people in this “reference community” actually do use this particular language, it is
likely that the language will be or become endangered. For many sign languages, it is not easy to say exactly “who should be expected to use sign language” in this sense. The
notion of “reference community” is however crucial for the purpose of this questionnaire and cannot be left out. It is therefore suggested that the reference community of a sign
language may include the following groups of people:
a) All deaf people of all ages, except those deafened due to old age
b) Hearing relatives or spouses of deaf people:
i. Hearing children of deaf people
ii. Siblings of deaf people
iii. Spouses of deaf people
iv. Other hearing relatives of deaf people, as culturally relevant
b) Other groups of hearing people in regular contact with deaf people, if culturally relevant (e.g. neighbours, professionals such as sign language interpreters, co-workers)
Which of these categories are included in the calculation of reference community (e.g. only group a., groups a. and b.i., or all groups) is a matter of individual judgment.
Membership in the reference community would include linguistic and cultural aspects such as identity, visual culture, fluency in the sign language, etc, and these need to be
taken into account when thinking about the reference community. Moreover, the categories may be specified further, e.g. to include only younger siblings, or to exclude deaf
children with cochlear implants. Category c) will always depend on the local culture.
Sometimes it may make sense to talk about several reference communities for one and the same sign language. For example, Indo-Pakistani Sign Language users in Pakistan
could be a separate reference community, although users of Indo-Pakistani Sign Language live in both India and Pakistan. Also note that in the case of “deaf villages”, i.e..
rural communities with a high incidence of hereditary deafness where a local sign language has been developed and is used by both deaf and hearing people, the reference
community may simply comprise the entire village.
The following is a fictitious example of a calculation of reference community size. In this example, deaf people including deaf children with cochlear implants, children of deaf
people, younger siblings of deaf people, and sign language professionals are defined as members of the reference community. For the estimate, statistical data (birth rate,
percentage of adult population) from the target group has been used, and it can often be helpful to use such statistics if available. (Such statistics may be found on government
census websites, universities or from deaf organisations). This calculation is only one (invented) example, and the aim is only to give a broad estimate, as detailed calculation
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will usually be impossible. In a different situation, different groups of people will make up the reference community. Which groups are included depends on your individual
judgment as the respondent to the questionnaire.
Example calculation:
Number of deaf people (excluding old age deafness):
Percentage of population over 18 years old
Number of deaf adults:
Birth rate:
Number of children of deaf adults:
Number of siblings of deaf people:
Number of younger siblings of deaf people:
Number of sign language interpreters:
Number of sign language specialists in deaf schools:
Total size of reference community:

15,000

15,000
70%
70% of 15,000 = 10,500
3.4 children per woman:
5,250 women x 3.4
15,000 x 2.4 siblings = 36,000
two thirds of 36,000 = 24,000
150
300

17,850
24,000
150
300
57,300

Sign language user
A sign language user (signer) is anyone who uses the natural sign language variety of the reference community in conversations at least some of the time. This is irrespective
of the person’s hearing status, that is, sign language users may be deaf, hearing, or hard of hearing. Persons who use a contrived signing system (such as Signed English) only
for educational purposes are not sign language users for the purpose of this questionnaire.

Target sign language
This is the sign language about which you are reporting in this questionnaire. There may be other sign languages used in the reference community. For example, you may be
describing a minority sign language as a target sign language in a community where a larger, majority sign language is also used; or there may be two quite different sign
language dialects within a reference community, one of which is the target sign language you are describing in the questionnaire answers.
Non-dominant languages
Where this term appears, this should, in principle, be taken to mean both spoken and signed languages, unless otherwise specified. However, we are not primarily interested in
non-dominant spoken languages, so include these only if there are specific reasons for doing so.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Name of the language being described in this report:
Please describe the sign(s) used locally to refer to the sign language, and if
available, also include a picture of the sign(s), e.g. the sign for SIGNLANGUAGE
Alternative names of the language:
Please state the name of the language in the local spoken language(s), as well
as in English.
ISO 639 code(s) of the language (can be obtained from here:
http://www.sil.org/iso639-3/codes.asp). Please comment if you have any
reservations about the ISO code(s):
Genetically related sign languages / language family:
Please give any information concerning genetically related sign languages if
available, especially if there is research or information available on the
relationship.
Country/ies where the reference community whose language is being
described is located:
AND/OR Province(s) / region(s) where the community is located:
AND/OR Reference community (village/town) where the language
described is used:
Geographic coordinates of the community whose language is being
described (if possible in a decimal format. Multiple entries are welcome. For
help, please refer to the paragraph “Geographic coordinates” in the
introduction or to: http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/atlas/georef.php ).
Please also comment on the accuracy of the geographic coordinates you are
providing:
Year of the data reported in this report:
Name, address and E-mail address of expert providing report:
Also state how you know the language, e.g. are you a (sign) linguist who is
also a native user of the language in question, a (sign) linguist in cooperation
with a native user, a non-linguist from the sign language community, etc.

Would you like to have your name associated with this data when it is
displayed?
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Name(s) and E-mail address(es) of other linguist(s) who could provide
independent information on this language:
Anthropologists, deaf studies researchers, leaders of deaf organisations,
and/or government officials may also be mentioned here.
SECTION I: Language Vitality and Endangerment within the reference community
1a. Overall
vitality /
endangerment
score:

5
4
3
2
1
0

The language is safe
Unsafe/ vulnerable
Definitely endangered
Severely endangered
Critically endangered
Extinct

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1

Comments

Note: You will be asked at the end of this questionnaire to detail your reasons why you have assigned a particular score here. In conjunction with this questionnaire, it may be
useful for you to read the UNESCO report on “Language Vitality and Endangerment” which can be found at http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0018/001836/183699E.pdf
1b. Most
prominent
threat(s) to the
sign language
(tick all that
apply):

2. Number of
sign language
users

Increasing cochlear implantation
Influence of foreign sign languages
Negative attitude from the majority
Government’s indifference
Lack of interest from young people
Increasing fragmentation of deaf community due to
communication technology (e.g. mobiles, internet)
Use of a more dominant sign language
Use of an artificial signed code
Other (specify)
Unknown
Not applicable
Please provide the number here for:
a) Number of sign language users in this reference community

b) Absolute number of users of the sign language

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Comments

Note: In many cases, these two numbers will be the same, but they could be different if it makes sense to talk about several reference communities for a sign language. For
example, Indo-Pakistani Sign Language users in Pakistan could be a reference community under a), and the absolute number of users of Indo-Pakistani Sign Language would
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include signers in both India and Pakistan under b). These numbers should not include people who used the language previously but now no longer use it (e.g. due to
emigration).
3. Proportion of
signers within
the reference
community

5
4
3
2
1
0

Nearly all use the sign language (>90%)
The great majority use the sign language (70-90%)
A majority use the sign language (50-70%)
A minority use the sign language (30-50%)
Very few use the sign language (<30%)
None use the sign language (i.e. the language no longer
exists)

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments (including the size of the reference community, if known)

Note: Please refer to the definition of reference community above.
Note: The following question is only for situations where a new sign language is emerging, which is used only by younger signers and has no longer history. Therefore, options 2-5 consider
only people in age groups of the oldest available signer and younger, where the oldest signer could be at any age, for example, a young adult. It is very difficult to decide whether a variety of
signing is a “young/emerging sign language” or an instance of home sign. Criteria include the size and stability of a community of sign language users, the number of generations using the
language (time depth), and the level of conventionalisation.. Systems ranking low on these criteria may be home sign systems, but the decision needs to be made by the individual respondent.
There is probably a continuous scale of signing varieties along these (and other) criteria. Home sign systems are outside the scope of this questionnaire, so if you think you are dealing with a
home sign system, the questionnaire will not apply. See also the note under 4a. about the meaning of “competent” sign language use.

4a. Generational
or age-group
language use

5
4
3

2
1
0

All generations / age groups, including most children,
use the language competently
Most adults and some children use the language
competently
There are few child signers, and many in the parent
generation / age group have considerable interference
from language contact with other signed/spoken
languages
Only some in the parent generation / age group, and
older, use the language competently
Only grandparents and older generations / age groups
use the language competently
Nobody uses the language any more
Other specific situation (please describe in comments
box)

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Please specify whether your answers pertain to ‘generation’ or ‘age group’,
and add further comments if desired.

Note: Using the sign language “competently” means using its own native vocabulary and native grammatical structures. When people use signs in the order of a spoken
language to make it parallel to speaking, when a lot of fingerspelling and/or borrowing from another sign language’s vocabulary is used, when people accompany their speech
with some signs unsystematically, and/or when an artificial signed code is used instead of the natural sign language, these are features of interference from language contact.
If you are responding in terms of age groups, you can specify in the comments box what age ranges you are considering.
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4b. Generational
language use
(emerging sign
language)

5

4

3

2

1
0
5. Domains of
language use

5
4

3

2
1
0

From the generation of the oldest signer down to the
youngest, all generations use the language competently.
The oldest signer may belong to any age group, and
there may be no signers older than that age group, due to
the recent emergence of the language.
A substantial sub-section of age groups from the oldest
signer “downwards” uses the sign language
competently, but the language is starting to be lost from
some age groups e.g. the youngest ones.
A smaller sub-section of age groups from the oldest
signer “downwards” uses the sign language
competently, and the language has been lost in several
age groups.
There are only some signers left in the age groups from
the oldest signer “downwards”, and most have shifted
away from the language.
Only a handful individuals still use the sign language,
and everyone else has shifted to other language(s).
Nobody uses the language any more

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

The target sign language is used in all domains where one or several
deaf people are involved in the communication
Multilingual parity: Two or more (signed and/or spoken) languages are
used in most social domains and for most functions; the use of the
target sign language is usually rare in the official domains (e.g.,
government, business, administration, formal education, etc.) but is
very present in the community’s public domains (e.g., deaf school
dormitories, community gatherings, etc.) and informal domains (e.g. in
families).
Dwindling domains: The target sign language is still used in informal
domains, including the home, but the dominant (signed and/or spoken)
language(s) are increasingly intruding into these domains.
Limited domains: The target sign language is used in limited social
domains, for limited functions
Highly limited domains: The target sign language is used only in very
restricted domains, for very limited functions
No longer used: The language is not used in any domain at all

Comments

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments
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6. New domains,
i. e. new media,
including
broadcast media
and the Internet.

7. Materials for
language spread
and education

Comments

The language is used in administration and education, and a wide range
of video materials with fiction, non-fiction and everyday media is
readily available
Video materials exist and are promoted in society and education. The
language is not used for official purposes (administration, government,
law).
Some video materials exist and children may be exposed to the
language at school, but sign language is not promoted through mass
media.
Video materials exist but they may be useful only for some members of
the community. Education in the sign language is not a part of
schooling.
Videos are sometimes made by individuals in the community.
No video materials are available to the community.

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Equal support for all languages, including the natural sign language of
the reference community.
Differentiated support: The natural sign language is protected primarily
as the language of the private domain. It may be in competition with an
artificial signed code.
Passive assimilation: dominant signed and/or spoken languages prevail
in the public domain, and no explicit policy exists for spoken or signed
non-dominant languages including for the target sign language.
Active assimilation: Government encourages shift to the dominant
signed and/or spoken language(s). There is no protection for spoken or
signed non-dominant languages, including for the target sign language.
Forced assimilation: The use of spoken or signed non-dominant
languages, including the target sign language, is discouraged; the target
sign language may be neither recognized nor protected by the
Government.
Government and institutions do not recognize that sign languages are
natural human languages at all.

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

The sign language is frequently used in new domains
The sign language is sometimes used in new domains
The sign language is rarely used in new domains
The sign language is never used in new domains
Not applicable; broadcast media and internet are not available in the
reference community

5

4

3

2

1
0
8. Governmental
and institutional
language
attitudes and
policies,
including official
status and use

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

4
3
2
1
0

5
4

3

2

1

0
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9. Use of the
target sign
language in deaf
education

5
4

3

2
1
0

There is a national / regional / local policy to support the use of the
target sign language as part of the curriculum in all deaf schools.
Deaf schools are encouraged to use the target sign language, and
resources are provided, but this is done on a choice basis at some
schools only.
No particular language policies / guidance are implemented in deaf
schools, but the target sign language is used widely in an ad hoc way,
and attitudes ‘on the ground’ may be positive.
No policy or resources support the use of the target sign language, and
there is a negative view towards sign language in deaf education.
The use of signing is explicitly discouraged or prohibited in deaf
education.
Not applicable – there is no formal education for deaf children.
Other (please describe in comments box)

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Note: Please comment on whether the target sign language is in competition with an artificial signed code, or with a larger, majority sign language. If the target sign language
is not supported in deaf education, but another form of signing is supported, please mention which sign language or signed code is used in education.
10. Reference
community
members’
attitudes
towards their
own sign
language

5
4

3
2
1
0

All members value the language of their community and wish to see it
promoted.
Most members support the continued use of their language.
Most members value the sign language, but the most important
stakeholders do not.
Many members support language maintenance; some are indifferent or
may even promote shift to the dominant language.
Some members support language maintenance; many are indifferent or
may even support language shift.
Only a few members support language maintenance but most are
indifferent or may even support shift to the dominant language.
No-one cares if the language disappears; all prefer to use the dominant
language.

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments:

Note: If available and relevant, you may include information about the attitudes of specific sections of the community in the comments section.
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11. Type and
quality of
documentation

5

4
3

2

1

0
12. Status of
language
programs

5
4
3
2
1
0

Superlative: There are comprehensive grammars and dictionaries, extensive texts and
a constant flow of language materials. Abundant annotated high-quality video
recordings exist.
Good: There is at least one good grammar, a few dictionaries, texts, literature, and
everyday media; adequately annotated high-quality video recordings are available.
Fair: There may be an adequate grammar, some dictionaries, and texts, but no
everyday media; video recordings may exist in varying quality and with varying
degree of annotation.
Fragmentary: There are some grammatical sketches, wordlists, and texts useful for
limited linguistic research but with inadequate coverage. Video recordings may exist
in varying quality, with or without any annotation.
Inadequate: Only a few grammatical sketches, short wordlists, and fragmentary texts
exist. Video recordings do not exist, are of unusable quality, or are completely unannotated.
Undocumented: No material exists.
Successful: A regular and successful program is running involving >5 per cent of the
community.
Good: A program is running with two of the following characteristics: regular;
successful; involving >5 per cent of the community.
Fair: A program is running with one of the following characteristics: regular;
successful; involving >5 per cent of the community.
Basic: A program is running involving <5 per cent of the community, irregularly and
with few or no outcomes.
Aspiring: No language programs but some community members are talking of starting
one.
None: No language program and no interest in starting one.

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments (Please note whether the materials are
specific to this reference community and whether
they are available to them)

Comments

Note: A language program is a program that aims to promote the use and maintenance of the language. This can take various forms such as language summer schools for
students, summer camps with language elements for children, mentoring of younger signers by older signers, promoting sign language teaching to hearing people (e.g. “sign
language week”), or sign language competitions (e.g. poetry, theatre, comedy). Language programs can be located inside or outside formal schooling. Sign language activities
that take place in deaf schools can also be covered under question 10.

Thank you for filling in Section I. If you feel you have enough information to answer the questions in Section II, please proceed.
However, if you do not feel able to do Section II, please send us Section I only.
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SECTION II: Linguistic Diversity
In this section, please describe the reference community as above in Section I. (If you do not have enough information to complete Section II, please return Section I
only.) Assign scores for the following factors (where possible and where relevant) to characterize the linguistic situation and experience in the reference
community:
(a) External diversity, i.e. linguistic environment:
13a. In everyday
life, how many
languages would
a typical deaf
member of this
community
encounter:

Sign

Read/
Write

Speak/
lipread

5 or more languages
4 languages
3 languages
2 languages
1 language
0 It is not possible to define a
typical community member

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Note: This may be identified in detail through focal following, or may be estimated on the basis of interviews, personal experience, etc. A ‘typical member’ might be
described as someone who is accepted by the majority of the sign language community, and would be identified by them unequivocally as a user of the language, but there
may be situations where a ‘typical member’ cannot or should not be defined.
13b. In everyday
life, how many
languages would
a typical hearing
member of this
community
encounter:

14a. In how
many
languages is a
typical deaf
member of this
community at
least partially
fluent? 1
Which one(s)?

1

Hear

Speak

Read

5 or more languages
4 languages
3 languages
2 languages
1 language
0 It is not possible to
define a typical
community member
5 or more languages
4 languages
3 languages
2 languages
1 language
0 It is not possible to define a typical community
member

Write

Sign

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Comments

’Partially fluent’ is here defined as able to engage in basic conversation and understand most of what is said.
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Note: Please state in brackets whether each language is signed or spoken/written, if this is not already clear from the language’s name.
14b. In how
many
languages is a
typical hearing
member of this
community at
least partially
fluent? 2
Which one(s)?
15. How many
languages are
represented in
the local schools
that are attended
by deaf
children?
Which one(s)?

5 or more languages
4 languages
3 languages
2 languages
1 language
0 It is not possible to define a typical community
member

Tolerated

Taught as
subject

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Used for
instruction

5 or more languages
4 languages
3 languages
2 languages
1 language

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Comments

Note: This means schools attended by at least one deaf person and includes schools within daily commuting range as well as boarding schools. The term ‘tolerated’ means
that using the language at school is not prohibited. If there is differential information for mainstream schools and boarding schools, mention this in the comments.
16a. How many
languages are
represented in
the local media?

TV
5+ languages
4 languages
3 languages
2 languages
1 language

Radio

Print

Internet

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Which one(s)?

Note: Local media includes nationwide media.

2

’Partially fluent’ is here defined as able to engage in basic conversation and understand most of what is communicated.
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16b. How is sign
language
represented on
television?

5
4
3
2
1
0

16c. What kind
of official
support and
specific
resources for the
target sign
language exist
outside
education,
legislation and
the media?

5
4
3
2
1
0

Regular broadcast time is assigned and being expanded continuously.
Only a single or a couple of regular broadcasts, with no plans for expansion.
Sign language appears irregularly, in an ad hoc way, and may be in competition with
an artificial signed code.
An artificial signed code is promoted on television and natural sign language is
discouraged.
Sign language never appears on television
Not applicable – television is not available
Other (please describe in the comments box)

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Language board or similar body
Sign language association or organisation
Publishing in sign language, e.g. Bible translation, DVDs, or online publication
Internet-TV channel or similar outlet
No official support outside education, legislation and the media
Not applicable
Other (please describe in the comments box)

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

(b) Internal diversity in the language:
17. Would you
say this
language is
characterized by
high internal
(dialectal) or
idiolectal
diversity?

5

Very high internal / idiolectal diversity

4

High internal / idiolectal diversity

3

Moderate internal / idiolectal diversity

2

A little internal / idiolectal diversity

1

Virtually no internal / idiolectal diversity

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Note: If information is available, you may comment about likely factors that make the language community in question refer to their signing variety as a separate language.
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More than 2 dialects
2 dialects
1 dialect
It is not possible to define a typical community member

18. In how many
sign language
dialects is a
typical member
of this reference
community fully
or partially
fluent?
Which one(s)?
19. How equal
are the dialects
in numbers of
users?

5
4
3
2
1
0

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Each dialect has equal numbers
Several dialects have sizable numbers of users
Two dialects predominate
One dialect predominates, but other dialect(s) have good
numbers of users
Over two thirds of users use one dialect
One dialect is used by virtually all users

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Dialects are fully equal in status/prestige
Several dialects have parity in status/prestige
Two dialects have higher status/prestige than other
dialects
One dialect has higher status/prestige than all other
dialects
One dialect has lower status/ prestige than all other
dialects

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Which one(s)?
20. How equal
are the dialects
in symbolic
status and
prestige?

5
4
3
2
1

Which one(s)?
What is the status and prestige of the target sign language dialect(s) for this questionnaire?
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21. Would you
say this sign
language is
characterized by
high stylistic
diversity, i.e., a
variety of
different
registers and
styles are
commonly used
in interaction?

5
4
3
2
1
0

Very high stylistic diversity, frequently encountered
High stylistic diversity, often encountered
Moderate stylistic diversity, often encountered
Some stylistic diversity, occasionally encountered
Little stylistic diversity, encountered infrequently
Virtually no stylistic diversity

Reliability
Index:
3
2
1
0

Comments

Overall assessment of vitality/endangerment. Please detail your reasons for assigning the overall vitality/endangerment score in question 1:

Overall comments and suggestions regarding this questionnaire:

Many thanks for your effort in providing this information. After submission, the project team will be in contact with you about follow-up. If you
have follow-up questions yourself, please email Jenny Webster: jmbwebster@uclan.ac.uk.

